
Champion  

Success usually comes to those who are too busy to be looking for it." Henry 

David Thoreau  

In cricket, an away win is seen as special because it involves overcoming 

unfamiliar conditions, often hostile crowds or home advantage, and neutralizing 

the special knowledge of the environment where the opponents have played 

most of their lives. Things might be changing for England empty grounds, the 

pandemic of coronavirus and his implications have immense human lives and 

economic consequences, besides that CCG is going strong and a charismatics 

mixture of old and young make the bouquet of flowers with the fragrance of 

love and camaraderie that is the moral and spiritual factuality is our main 

manifesto is?  

“If you are not willing to risk the usual, you will have to settle for the ordinary.” 

Jim Rohan  

Ware de Vroe 

the great captain, who leads us with his leadership, this word have three 

meaning, leed means to guide, leader means authority figure holder of flag 

captain, ship means-end destination carrying you in the end. He has a 

charismatic personality to accomplished the championship with glorious 

manners. He never compromises with defeat or losing anything in his personal 

life. He is a hunter, they have special nature to keep fighting to till death. I am 

very glad that he is no politician otherwise a lot of problems in his political 

parties. He loves cricketers and has a great passion for them, actually he is the 

spirits that CCG has blessed for us. The two-time champion is great. All credit 

goes to him of his captaincy. 

Stephen Osborne, 

He is a unique personality, how to define a teacher. The teacher is an architect of 

any nation, he, who make us subhuman to human and transforms us into an 

enlightened and civilized human being. As Socrates Greek philosophers said, 

The Socratic method. Socratic debate), is a form of a cooperative argumentative 

dialogue between individuals, based on asking and answering questions to 

stimulate critical thinking and to draw out ideas and underlying presuppositions. 

For philosophy was the Greek world what the law to the Hebrews, a tutor 

escorting them to Christ. 

There is nothing outside yourself that can enable you to get better, stronger, 

richer, quicker, or smarter, everything is within you. Everything exists in 

yourself. Seek nothing outside of yourself. Said Gotham Bud, the teacher he, 

who guide you to discover yourself, he, who teaches you to high moral 

factuality he who put out all kind of illness, illiteracy, discrimination, jealousy 

anger greed, to understand the planet. He always raises questions, such as who 

produces the oxygen in this beautiful planet, of course, the tree whom we are 

(human) destroying the tree to prepare our death. If there is no oxygen, we all 

banished on this beautiful planet that Stephen Osborne does enlighten our senses 



or perception. He is a sign of freedom of worries and fears, he diagnose these 

sicknesses of simply let it go, be immortal.  

He is the leading wicket-taker 11 wicket, in the tournament, of course Chaudhry 

also took 11 wickets. But S. Osborne is a teacher he has the honour to have to 

lead us to heaven with transforming us to a better human being to understand the 

secrets of this planet yet to discover through our vision and our scientific 

intrigue. Then Socrates said teachers are in high places with their intellect vision 

wisdom to clean our inner such as anger jealousness, how to use emotions in a 

certain situation ( Churchill Napoleon they didn’t control emotions the wages 

war, maybe little bit economics reasons) cleaning the psychological sickness 

such as narrow-minded, to love others human beings is the manifesto of 

teachers. He is not judgmental instead of he is transparent inside. We have often 

philosophical discussion, his noble argument the meaning of life, or the pathway 

to a purposeful life, energy is the main driver of human beings to the curiosity of 

visions. It seems to me he is an institution of the progressive and visionary 

teacher. He is our mentor of ours, you may say some time angel visit us from 

heaven. It means his immortal imagination. 

H. Mir,  

347 runs and average 86 especially 7 wickets I think there is no word to describe 

his natural gifted qualities and always match-winner.  

S. Ali 

236 runs, simply marvelous, he is a match-winner in any sense 5 catches. 

Average 78 what a cricket player he is?  

David Rijkee 

186 runs this year, but 7 catches win the matches. What a wonderful young man 

he is through the years.  

Maurits Davidson 

Only 15 overs he has 7 wickets, simply marvelous he is the best fielder and very 

smart gentleman in the field, and out of the fields he is gorgeous, he is a social 

genius and the best cricketer. Moreover, he offers a lot of beer to the team.  

Tuna Karaya  

The great allrounder often has suffering injury beside that he is an excellent 

bowler to have 5 wickets this season, he is a team man very cozy and educated 

gentleman.  

Wim de Lange, 

Dignified life is determined by the value system, determine your genetics it is 

nature you born the same as everyone. whole humanity love dignify how we 

become dignified, we ask Wim de Lange, Example, he has a client with a lot of 

money, all of sudden his daughter call him to bring he in university to attend the 

very important lecture, his moral value is so high he chooses to bring he in 

university, the moral value system voice his conscious to not see the material 

value at that time. There is no money that could buy a moral value system. That 

makes Wim de Lange above head en shoulders then all of us.  



Chaudhry, Peter, Didreick Alf Klus de Rijk, and the great Brook, The foot 

soldiers just under the shadow of heroes.  

Chaudhry is a stories teller, to open the heart and rekindle the spirit of those 

whom he lives with. The great William Faulkner said, Noble prize for literate in 

1952. The poet’s writer’s duty is to write about these things. It is a privilege to 

help man endure by lifting his heart, by reminding him of the courage and honor 

and hope and pride and compassion and pity and scarifies which have been the 

glory of his past. The poets’ voice need not merely be the record of man it can 

be one of the props, the pillars to help him endure and prevail. This is the story 

of 11 special people who has a bouquet of roses with love, spreading the 

fragrance of love and hope. 
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